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Abstract: A major challenge in renewable energy planning and integration with existing systems is the management of 
intermittence of the renewable resources and customer demand uncertainties. In emerging distributed grids, state-of-the-art 
optimization techniques were used for cost and reliability objectives. In the existing literature, power dispatch and demand 
side management schemes were implemented for various techno-economic objectives. In renewable energy-based distributed 
grids, power dispatch is strategic to distributed grid operations. However, demand side management is preferred, as it allows 
more options for customer participation. Moreover, the demand side management can simply follow supplies. This paper 
investigates the functions of demand side management as it affects the planning and operations of renewable energy-based 
distributed grids. The traditional demand side management strategies were inflexible and affect customer comforts. The time-
of-use methods on the other hand are utility-centered and do not allow customer participation. Hence, integration of demand 
side management with tariff regimes through hybridizations such as time-of-use based real-time pricing were conceptualized 
for improved economic performance, reliability enhancement, and mitigation of environmental implications.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The main objectives in renewable energy (RE) based 
distributed systems are reliability, energy costs, supply 
availability, and emission control. Balancing the foregoing 
techno-economic objectives in distributed grid planning 
and operations requires defined energy management (EM) 
schemes at both sides of the meter. The foregoing are 
issues with EM schemes applied to the supply side (power 
dispatch) and demand side management in distributed 
grids (DG). Power dispatch in conventional grids (CG) is 
strategic to the system’s operations. However, power 
dispatch in DGs may be more strategic due to the impacts 
of uncontrollable RE resources and diversified 
technologies involved as illustrated in Figure 1. Hence, 
reliability challenges are expected in DGs such that what 
may matter most to the systems’ operations are the optimal 
implementations of demand side management (DSM). 
Moreover, the DSM is known to be flexible enough to be 
made to follow supplies in the event of irregular power 
dispatch. 

The concept of DSM is focused on achieving the 
system’s balanced operations as identified in reference [1]. 
Objectives of DSM implementations in DGs include 
energy cost reductions due to increasing demands and 
prevention of early failures due to overstretching demands. 

The DSM in a broader concept consists of demand 
response (DR) programmes and energy efficiency (EE) 
[2]. The DR is a utility-based designed programme for a 
short-term management of customer demands. The DR 
programmes provide opportunities for customers to 
participate in electric grid operations through shifting or 
reduction of electricity usage for time-based energy rates 
or financial incentives. Customers are attracted to respond 
to DR programmes through offerings such as time-of-use 
(TOU) pricing, critical peak pricing (CPP), real-time 
pricing (RTP), and critical-peak rebates (CPR) [2]. 
References [3], [4], and [5] highlighted the implementation 
of DSM in literature based on strategies which include 
shaving, valley filling, load levelling, and load shifting. 
Other strategies of the DSM are load levelling, load 
shifting, energy arbitrage, strategic load growth, strategic 
conservation, and flexible load scheduling as discussed in 
[6], [7], [8], and [9]. However, the foregoing strategies are 
not prominently applied in literature for DSM applications 
despite their flexibilities and suitability to RE-based DG 
system problems. Hence, this paper analyses literature 
implementations of DSM strategies as it applies to 
emerging DG frameworks with regards to the modern 
electricity tariff implementations. The paper contributes to 
the identification of the following points with regards to 
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existing literature applications of DSM strategies in DG 
system developments and electricity usage.  

 
• most of the traditional DSM strategies are 

designed to be suitable for CG applications. 
• the DSM strategies implemented based on utility-

initiated demand response (DR) programmes are 
utility-centred, hence customer comforts are 
mostly jeopardized. 

• dump energies due to power generation 
curtailments are not as economical as it appears. 
The process incurs additional costs and power 
losses. 

 
The paper hence recommends hybridization of the DSM 

strategies with electricity tariff methods such as reference 
[10], where TOU-based RTP was proposed and 
implemented.  
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Figure 1. Multi-energy structure of a microgrid 

2. DISTRIBUTED GRID TECHNOLOGIES  
The CG is a vertically structured centralized system 
comprising of units such as generation, transmission, 
distribution, and retails [11]. Challenges affecting the 
performance of CGs include high costs of fuels and the 
effects of volatile oil markets [12], transmission losses 
[13], [14], carbon emissions [15], and high acquisition 
costs [16]. Maintaining such systems could be costly, in 
terms of economy and environment [14], [17]. Other 
challenges could be reliability due to human errors, natural 
disasters [18],[19], and transmission losses [20]. Part of the 
solution to the foregoing problems is to improve supply 
reliability through increased generation [21], [22]. It is 
viewed in reference [23] that the power grid’s transmission 
losses can significantly be reduced by the adoption of 
modern DG structures, and the need for expansion of the 
existing structure can be eliminated [3]. The DGs are as 
well good for the support of RE integration [24], reducing 
carbon emissions [25], and ensuring minimizations in 
maintenance and fuel costs [26], and energy consumption 
costs [27]. 

Apart from the significant impacts of DGs in power 
systems’ support for RE generation and integrations 
discussed in [28] and [29], the REs are good in the harvest 
of free, abundant and life resources. Photovoltaic (PV) 
cells, wind turbines (WT), and fuel cells (FC) are a few 
examples of RE components used as generators in 
emerging DG systems. The DG hierarchy shown in Figure 

2 comprises microgrids and nanogrids as scaled-down 
systems, usually designed for convenience, costs, and 
logistics. There may be no definite topologies in a DG 
architecture. However, system capacity and energy 
demand requirements could be a basis for the classification 
of DGs for components and system sizes listed as follows: 
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Figure 2. Decentralizations in a modern electrical power grid 

§ The Macrogrid System is a centralized system 
designed to serve customers within an extensively 
large area and large population. The architecture in 
macrogrid shown in Figure 3 has generation 
voltages (5 kV - 34.5 kV), transmission voltages 
(66 kV- 765 kV), and distribution voltages (120 V 
- 240 V single-phase, and 220 V - 420 V, 33 kV 
three-phase).   
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Figure 3. The basic structure of a macrogrid system 

 
§ The Minigrid System topology is smaller than the 

macrogrid in terms of generation capacities and 
consumer loads. Transmission networks are not 
part of this topology as the distance between 
generation and load centers is significantly close 
such that PDNs are adequate to facilitate power 
transfers. Generation capacity usually ranges 
between 1 kVA to 10 MVA [30], while operating 
on voltages (120 V - 220 V) [31].  

 
§ The microgrid illustrated in Figure 4, is an 

electrical entity of generators and loads operating 
either in isolated mode, in connection with other 
grids (macrogrids or minigrids), or a network of 
other microgrids. The microgrid topology may not 
have a definite size, however, The World Bank 
describes its operating voltages to be below 11 kV 
[32]. 
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Figure 4. Typical structure of a microgrid 

The nanogrid topology takes a general approach and 
design principles of microgrids but with much lower 
capacity. In similarities with the microgrids, the 
underlying philosophies about nanogrid concepts are 
economy (reduction in energy and operational costs, 
elimination of the cost of macrogrid extension), reliability 
(increased supply availability), environment (reduced rate 
of power generation-based emissions), and speed (the 
reduced time it may take to extend macrogrid services) 
[12], [33], [34] and [35]. 

3. DEMAND SIDE MANAGEMENT AND 
STRATEGIES 
The main objective of power dispatch in a DG is the 
economic dispatch of generating components based on 
supply availability and demand response programmes. 
Whereas DSM’s main objectives include cost-effective 
load scheduling based on demand response programmes at 
the customer end to achieve the following [36]: 

§ maintaining a load factor as close as possible to 
1.0. 

§ maintaining a peak within the proper 
supply/demand margin. 

 
By achieving the foregoing objectives, utilities could get 

adequate energy from participating generating units 
thereby maximizing profits and minimizing per kWh cost 
of energy. To that effect, traditional DSM strategies such 
as peak shaving, valley filling, load shifting, and energy 
arbitrage were implemented in [3] and [37]. Reference [38] 
categorizes DSM into the following three (3) activities 
upon which implementation strategies may be derived:  

 
§ Energy demand reduction programmes as an 

activity where demands are reduced through 
better and efficient processes such as smart 
energy buildings or the use of energy-efficient 
equipment.  

§ Load management programmes as an activity of 
changing load patterns through demand shifts and 
demand curtailment during peak periods and peak 
rates. 

§ Load growth and conservation programmes as an 
activity for change of load pattern through 
substitution or deferment of loads.  

 
There are many strategies discussed in the literature for 

effective DSM implementations. Examples of such include 
a study prepared and presented in reference [3] to 
investigate a wide range of DSM strategies, with 
illustrations in Figure 5. The strategies are meant to be used 
in enabling customer participation in the management of 
DGs as one of the preferred characteristics of emerging 
modern power grids: 
 

§ Peak shaving, also known as peak clipping is a 
DSM strategy that considers cutting off a portion 
of loads at a time in peak hours of electricity 
demand without adverse effect to overall demand 
curves. Benefits of peak shaving are identified in 
[37], [39], [40], and [41] as a solution to varying 
daily electricity needs, clean energy production, 
and additional unpredictable loads such as 
electric vehicles (EV).  

 
§ Valley filling is implemented at periods of low 

demands concerning base loads. Higher levels of 
generations during such periods may 
comparatively be at a loss if demands are not 
raised due to unused (dump) energies. Valley 
fillings were used to stabilize the grid [42], 
achieve desired aggregate load profile [43], and 
flatten the demand profiles [44].  

 
§ Load levelling is applied to power distribution 

networks where large fluctuations of loads are 
experienced. Multiple benefits of energy storage 
were reviewed in [45]. Load levelling objectives 
were combined with objectives of optimal ESS 
and peak demand scheduling in [46]. The load 
levelling was also realized through integrations of 
EVs into SG systems, [47], and reducing energy 
cost and protection of consumer privacy were 
achieved [48]. 

 
§ Load shifting strategy considers the transfer of 

loads from one appliance’s demands to another 
based on the criticality or flexibility of loads and 
periods of supply availability. Load shifting 
discussed in the literature include investigations 
into potentials of peak shaving, valley filling and 
load reference [49], sizing and selection of ESS 
for a PV/Wind-powered DG distribution system 
[50], optimizing generator and loads sizing 
schemes in a standalone microgrid [51], 
investigating the benefits of DSM to both the 
utility and customer side of a DG [8], 
classifications of PV users based on pre-grids and 
post-grids terms [52], increase levels of self-
reliance in terms of energy consumption for a heat 
pump coupled to PVs [53], and reduction of peak 
demand and reshaping of a load profile is 
proposed multi-objective optimization 
framework [54]. 

 
§ Energy arbitrage is described as energy vending 

at the time of higher energy prices after a stored 
purchase at lower prices. Energy arbitrage is 
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usually achieved using efficient storage systems  

 
 
that can either be BESS, pumped hydro, 
supercapacitor, compressed air, hydrogen 
storage, or flywheel [45]. Examples of energy 
arbitrage in the literature include reference [55] 
which considered reducing costs and improving 
the energy efficiency of generic model ESS. 
Mathematical modelling to determine the 
feasibility of investing in energy storage of 
vanadium redox battery [56], and bi-level energy 
storage arbitrage solution [57]. 

 
§ Strategic conservation is a consumer-centered 

DSM strategy that usually originates from utility-
based DR programmes, specific to change power 
usage patterns. Incentivized sales and usage 
reduction change load shapes in the programme. 
Reference [58] achieved strategic conservation 
by making efficient use of energy, and by 
reducing the amount of energy service. Reference 
[59] emphasized that demand forecast needs to be 
prepared for strategic conservation to be 
successful. 

 
§ Strategic load growth is a planned increase in 

energy sales ahead of valley filling strategies due 
to the utilization of smart power technologies 
such as EVs, automation, and industrial process 
heating. This strategy aims to increase the market 
share of loads that sometimes involve the addition 
of new customers. A lot has been mentioned of 
the strategic load growth in literature such as 
references [3], [4], [36], [59], [60], without any 
known research implementation being 
undertaken. 

 
§ Flexible load shape is a programme where 

customers receive incentives for load 
curtailments as a result of deterioration of 
reliability or quality of service. The DSM 
programme by the utility deviates from 
permanently sticking to a specific load shape, 
such that incentives attached to load growth and 

decay on the customer sides are applied 

interchangeably. 
 
 

Figure 5. Graphical illustration of demand side management 
strategies for optimal load scheduling [3] 
 

4. DEMAND RESPONSE AND ELECTRICITY 
TARIFFS 
In an implementation of power dispatch, storage 
management, and the DSM schemes, optimization tools 
and methods are found to be mostly useful. Optimization 
as a concept is designed to minimize or maximize output 
parameters of a system by optimal selection of input 
parameters [61]. The main focus of optimizations in 
energy systems covers minimization of costs, reduction in 
energy consumptions, time resource management, 
maximization of profits, increased outputs, improved 
performance, and better efficiencies [62].  
 
The DR as an aspect of DSM is described as a designed 
programme for short-term management of energy demands 
on the customer side of the electricity network. The DR 
provides the opportunity for customers to participate in 
electric grid operations through shifting or reduction of 
electricity usage for time-based rates or financial 
incentives. Customers are attracted to respond to DR 
programmes through offerings such as TOU pricing, CPP, 
RTP, and CPR, as briefly described:  
 

§ Standard tariffs, where billings are prepared 
based on monthly kWh consumed in addition to 
meter and equipment charges. The kWh 
electricity is the actual energy consumed by 
customers, whereas meter charges cover expenses 
incurred while installing and maintaining 
electricity meters. 

 
§ The TOU tariff structures are designed to 

persuade customers to shift loads away from peak 
demand periods. Demands in electricity usually 
increase based on seasonal factors, such as 
summer and winter seasons, where loads are 
highly rated for space comforts. 
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§ The RTP is described as an ideal structure for 

electricity pricing where the true cost of 
electricity is reflected in rates that constantly 
change throughout the day on daily basis. RTP 

structure of electricity pricing is offered by 
utilities based on day-ahead, hour-by-hour real-
time pricing. This tariff structure is viewed as an 
improvement over the TOU structure that 
attempts to capture the true cost of utility service.

 
Table 1 Critical analysis in DSM implementation methods in the literature 

 
 
 

Ref Year Problems/ 
Study 
Objectives 

Implemented 
Algorithm(s) 

Benchmarked 
Algorithms 

Achievements Shortcomings/Further 
Studies 

[81] 2016 Linear 
Programming 

MILP-based 
battery sizing 
and operation 
in a microgrid. 

PSO The mixed-mode method 
employed was able to reduce 
the operating costs of the 
microgrid. The inclusion of a 
battery source in the 
microgrid reduced operating 
costs.  
 

Higher SOC can reduce 
operating costs and lower 
battery capital costs.  
Higher SOC in batteries can 
reduce fuel-cell and main grid 
operating hours. 

[82] 2017 Portfolio, 
placement, and 
optimal 
dispatch in a 
microgrid with 
multiple 
sources. 
 

MILP Distributed 
Energy 
Resource-
Customer 
Adoption 
Model (DER-
CAM) 

The results of the power flow 
were compared between 
existing and proposed 
approaches and only small 
errors in the bus voltage 
magnitudes were noticed.  
 

Larger microgrid modelling 
more nodes. 
Pursue integration of 
alternative linear power flow 
models. 

[63] 2017 Optimal sizing 
of a DG and 
BESS. 

FICO Xpress 
optimization 
tool on MILP 

No 
benchmarks 
were reported.  

Large penetration of PV 
generation and storage 
significantly reduces CO2 
emissions in the PDNs.  
 

Ancillary services such as 
reactive power and voltage 
regulation at the PCC can 
improve feasibilities and 
additional incentives of the 
microgrid.  
 

[83] 2017 Siting and 
sizing of 
energy storage 
for 
transmission 
grids 

Novel 
economic and 
complex 
network-based 
metrics 

IEEE-RTS96 
was used to 
validate the 
work, but no 
benchmarked 
studies were 
considered.  

Batteries indicate capabilities 
of energy storage that 
otherwise must be curtailed.  
Batteries reduced the rate of 
conventional power 
generation at the time of peak 
demands. 
 

Siting shows no influence on 
optimization results. 
Investigations into the extent 
of battery enhancement are 
suggested.  

[57] 2018 Minimizing 
annual revenue 
through energy 
storage 
arbitrage.  

Mathematical 
equilibrium 
constraints re-
casted into 
MILP.   

The case study 
used the PJM 
5-bus system.  
IEEE 118-bus 
was used for 
validation 

Both load and wind levels 
jointly determine the potential 
of the system.  

Multiple energy storage 
systems are recommended for 
increased arbitrage.  
The study did not consider 
system planning which 
includes sizing of the energy 
storage system.  
 

[84] 2018 Coordination 
for generation 
and storage 
expansion 
under Primary 
Frequency 
Response  

Of-the-Shelf 
solver-based 
MILP. 

Comparisons 
were made 
between the 
traditional 
expansion 
model and the 
proposed 
formulations. 

The proposed formulations 
were able to achieve both 
sizing and siting objectives. 
Mathematical formulations 
for generations and storage 
expansions. 

The work concentrates on 
generation and storage unit 
failure and their 
contingencies. Other failures, 
such as line failures due to 
frequency do not need primary 
frequency response. 
 

[85] 2018 Load 
forecasting to 
achieve low 
voltage 
community 
battery 
storage. 
 

Neural 
Network (NN), 
Wavelet 
Neural 
Network 
(WNN), and 
ANFIS. 

Case study 
location in 
Perth Solar 
City. No 
benchmarks 
were reported. 

The mean absolute error in 
the forecast was less than 3%. 

Factors such as battery cost 
and time of use (TOU) tariffs 
that determine the cost of 
energy were not considered. 
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5. CRITICAL ANALYSIS AND STUDY 
RECOMMENDATIONS 

The use of RE resources in DG systems considering 
their resource dispersion, characteristics, and intermittence 
not only affects the protection and control architecture of 
the system but makes it more complex to predict due to 
size, operational characteristics, cost implications, and 
reliability. Apart from intermittent renewable resources, 
irregular customer demands contribute to uncertainties in 
DG performance. Moreover, the intermittent RE resources 
such as solar insolation and wind speeds affect DG 
systems’ reliability that obliged alternative use of ESS 
from either a battery as suggested in [63], [64], 
supercapacitor suggested in [65], [66], hydrogen storage 
suggested in [67], flywheel suggested in [68], [69] and 
hydrostatic technologies suggested in [70].  

The combination of two or more of the foregoing energy 
storage technologies in hybrid form also proved to be 
effective. Thus, coordinating such a multi-source and 
multi-technology DG system requires effective 
optimization techniques to achieve operational stability 
and reliability with minimized acquisition and running 
costs [71]. Reliability, stability, and economy are the main 
objectives to attain optimal DG system planning and 
operational design goals. It is emphasized in [72] that for 
desired values in system designs and operating policy 
variables to be attained (such as a complex DG system), 
identification and evaluation of desired goals and 
objectives are desired. The goals and underlying objectives 
can be achieved using optimization and simulation models. 
The desired values achieved by suitable optimization 
methods will lead to the highest levels of system 
performance and eliminate inferior options. 

While appreciating the advantages of DSM over power 
dispatch in RE-based systems, reference [58] emphasizes 
better DSM implementations through flexible load 
management. In recent studies, traditional strategies such 
as peak shaving, valley filling, load shifting, and energy 
arbitrage were implemented, as exemplified in references 
[37], [73], [40], [74], and [75]. However, implementation 
of the foregoing strategies affects customer comforts and 
may not be consistent with the stochastic RE generation 
and customer demand patterns at all times. Hence, the case 
may lead to a high rate of dump energies and unmet 
demands. Moreover, energy curtailments may not be an 
optimal option as the process may incur additional losses 
and increased operational cost implications. Hence, 
optimal load management is appropriate in coordinating 
customer demands based on real-time supply availability. 

 
In references [76], [77], [78], [79], and [80], 

conventional time-of-use (𝐶"#$) methods were considered 
in achieving load management schemes. Incidentally, the 
𝐶"#$ are fixed and does not usually appear to reflect the 
DSM-based desired operational objectives. It can be 
recalled that, uncertain demand patterns hardly match RE 
resource distributions that periodically differ with the 
change in climatic conditions. This implies that, the 

inflexibilities of 𝐶"#$ may not be capable of enabling 
customer participation in optimal load management, where 
a close matching of stochastic RE generation and customer 
demands is the main goal. Methods such as RTP can be 
considered in implementation of load management due to 
the customer-oriented features. Moreover, 𝐶"#$ is utility-
centred, and RTP emphasizes on energy price per unit 
generation for a given time step. Hybridization of 𝐶"#$ and 
RTP may enable customer’s full participation, through 
application of actual energy consumption charges. The 
proposed hybridization is envisaged to enable flexible 
options for customers’ decision on load scheduling. The 
benefits of load management expected to be achieved 
using the foregoing hybridization could be a multi-purpose 
strategy, with many DSM features such as the load 
shifting, peak shaving, energy arbitrage, strategic load 
growth and flexible load scheduling as highlighted in 
Table 1. 

6. CONCLUSION 
In RE systems, optimal planning and operation schemes 
are implemented using optimization techniques. The 
methods ensure economic selection and placement of the 
RE components based on locations’ weather resources. 
The RE system operations cover power dispatch and 
demand side management schemes. The power dispatch is 
strategic to RE system operations. However, the RE 
resource intermittence and demand uncertainties render 
power dispatch complex and uneconomical. Hence, the 
DSM is preferred, as it simply follows supplies. The DSM 
also ensures customer participation in systems’ operations 
and particularly the optimal load management. The DSM 
is implemented through DR programmes for energy cost 
and utility tariffs. However, implementation of the DSM 
strategies affects customer comforts and is not consistent 
with the stochastic RE resources and customer demands. 
Hence, the derivatives may be the high rate of dump 
energies and unmet demands. Energy curtailments may not 
be an optimal option as the process incurs losses and 
increased operational cost implications. The C&'( methods 
were used in the implementation of load management 
schemes. The C&'( are inflexible and do not appear to 
reflect the DSM-based desired operational objectives. 
Hence, an optimal DSM strategy is envisaged to be 
feasible through a customer-oriented C&'(, RTP or both. 
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